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Organisations turn to PicNet when they need their IT
infrastructure, software engineering and IT projects
delivered on time, on budget and cannot achieve this
with their current internal resources.

•

Review your IT architecture, redesign it and
provide ongoing support

•

Meet complex business and industry compliance
requirements

We help:

•

Get instant access to a highly skilled team to take
all IT issues off your hands

•

Because with us there are no surprises, we deliver
on time, every time at the agreed fixed price.

•

•

By providing leading edge IT experts that are ahead of
the game, giving our clients a competitive advantage.

Implement Disaster Recovery and Business
Continuation Planning protocols

•

•

Because our work force is highly skilled and flexible,
our clients save time and money on recruiting and
retention, and instantly resolve skill shortage issues.

Migrate to Cloud computing, allowing your team
to focus on its core business.

IT for Small to Medium Enterprise

•

To ensure ongoing compliance to industry standards
and regulations by using proven, thorough and
systematic processes to scope a project that avoids
mistakes and delays.

•

Because all projects are supported by highly skilled
PicNet Managers that care about relationships,
delivering results and giving clients peace of mind.

Managed IT Infrastructure
Support Services
With our 24/7 Managed IT Infrastructure Support Services
you can rest assured that we’ve got everything from your
IT plan to your security checks covered. With IT out of the
way, our services allow you to go back to the things that
you do best... making sure your business thrives.
IT for the Corporate and Enterprise sector
Our professional IT support team offers ‘best in practice’
solutions to corporate IT infrastructures. We can help you:
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Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) have specific
requirements that require a unique service offering.
Our solutions are designed to provide flexible but robust
support and extended technical advice to tackle complex
IT issues typically faced by SMEs.
With over 12 years of experience supporting SMEs and providing them with cost effective solutions, we can help you:
•

Receive enterprise level support that is tailored
to the SME’s specific needs

•

Migrate to more affordable cloud based solutions and
reduce your IT operational costs

•

Be supported on-site and remotely

•

Deploy Office 365 and manage your applications

Software Engineering
Would a custom enterprise software solution help
you achieve a competitive advantage?
We can develop and support your enterprise solution
on the web or on mobile devices.

Software Development and Support
When it comes to software development, we only deliver
the best. Our motto is to deliver a final product that not
only functions well, but will also adapt to your business’s
evolving requirements.

Cloud Management Services

We can help you to:

PicNet’s Cloud Management Services offer businesses
fast access to flexible and low cost IT resources. Your
business can say goodbye to upfront capital investments.
Instead, access within minutes, the resources needed
and only pay for what your business uses.

•

Design and develop solutions that are tailored to your
specific business and are designed to evolve with
your business

•

Project recovery and application take over protocols

•

Up skill your team by sharing our best-practices
and software development expertise

PicNet Cloud Management Services deliver flexibility,
reliability, cost effective and environmentally sustainable
IT solutions.

Here are some benefits that our Cloud customers enjoy:
•

Better ROI

Predictive Analytics and Big Data Services
PicNet Predictive Analytic services will provide you with
an answer to ‘what is next’ in your business plan.

•

Reduced costs

•

Lower cost of ownership or maintenance

•

Less IT resources required

Using advanced Analytics, supported by revolutionary
technologies such as SAP/Hana/Analytics and R, PicNet
can help you answer the big questions that will help you
future proof your business.

•

Energy savings

•

No more expensive upgrades

•

Pay only for your actual usage

•

Stay ahead of the competition

PicNet Predictive Analytics team can help to:

•

Time to focus on building your business

•

•

Reduce your carbon footprint

Use your data to unlock new business revenue
opportunities

•

Improve customer lifetime value and customer loyalty

•

Design and build your data strategy and infrastructure

•

Release the insights needed to remain competitive
and drive profitability

IT Consulting & Project
Management
Is your IT strategy making a difference to you bottom line?
Is your project running late or over budget?
Are you short of skills to complete a project?
PicNet can:
• Review your IT strategy
•

Implement information protection and data resilience

•

Build business continuation protocols, data recovery
and backup strategies

•

Provide project management, advisory, and business
analysis services

•

Deliver Cloud design and management services.

•

Do IT due diligence before a merger or acquisition

We deliver our PicNet Cloud Management Services
via AWS, Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Azure.

About PicNet and What
Makes Us Different
Our primary focus is to develop strategic long-term
relationships with our clients.
We have specialised experience in the pharmaceutical,
manufacturing, logistics, maritime, building and
construction sector.
A deep knowledge of regulatory requirements and the
handling of sensitive data allows us to build and implement
solutions on-time and within budget. To ensure that we
can consistently deliver the finest technology solutions
available, we have developed a number of strategic
partnerships and alliances.
The PicNet Model: Our unique IT Management Model
is based on people, information and collaboration. This
mentality allows us to deliver fast, quality work that is
customised, flexible and accommodating to your current
and anticipated future business needs.
Our People: We only employ Australian professionals with
extensive industry experience and a proven track record.
Our Methodologies: PicNet utilises global best practice
methodology and frameworks such as AGILE and ITIL.
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